We performed a series of ab initio molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the physical properties of small methanol cluster anions, [(CH3OH)n] -, (n = 8 -32). The excess electron was attached to neutral clusters that were prepared to accommodate the electron in interior cavity states or surface bound states. The computed initial binding energies of the electrons to these clusters indicate appealing similarity to the experimentally observed vertical detachment energies. The tendency of the interior state clusters parallels that of the clusters with strong electron binding in the experiments, while the simulated unrelaxed surface state anions are similar to the observed weakly bound species. This assignment is consistent with a previous identification based on hybrid quantum-classical simulations. The time evolution of the cluster anions suggest that interior state electrons slowly move to and relax on the surface, in excess electronic states that appear significantly more stable than the experimentally assigned putative surface states. Based on this result we predict the existence of relaxed surface state isomers of small methanol cluster anions. Due to the kinetic metastability of the experimentally found weakly bound species, we anticipate a serious technical challenge to prepare and identify small methanol cluster anions with relaxed surface states. These more strongly binding surface states 1 Corresponding author. 3 are stabilized by dangling hydroxyl hydrogen atoms pointing to the excess electron's charge distribution. In addition, methyl hydrogens also appear to contribute to the stability of these states. During its transition to the surface, the interior excess electron maintains its initial solvent cavity. No signs of non-cavity interior states are observed in the present first principle ab initio molecular dynamics simulations.
I. Introduction
Solvated electrons are ubiquitous species playing role in a wide range of phenomena of practical and theoretical importance. Besides the hydrated electron, 1 solvated electrons in alcohols, and in particular, methanol have also been investigated intensively. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] An almost trivial motivation for studying electron solvation in methanol is to analyze the differences and similarities of electron solvation in water and in "methylated water". A clear experimental manifestation of the replacement of a hydrogen atom to a methyl group is the significantly slower electron solvation dynamics in the bulk solvent. 5, 6 One reasonably expects that the molecular level factors behind the differences in solvation dynamics are easier to identify in a finite size solvent environment, clusters. The presence of the cluster interface, however, adds an additional source of complexity to the problem. 13 The interfacial phenomenon coupled with the variations in the experimental cluster preparation conditions leads to the appearance of clearly distinguishable trends of the measured vertical detachment energy (VDE) of the excess electron with cluster size. 13 These patterns are commonly interpreted as signs of the presence of different cluster isomer classes with distinct electron binding motifs. At least three such patterns were observed in water cluster anions. [14] [15] [16] Although several (both experimental [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and theoretical [20] [21] [22] [23] ) studies have attempted to identify water cluster anion isomers, the debate about the structure, the formation and the relaxation of hydrated electron clusters has not been unequivocally concluded.
The methanol case appears less complicated. The Neumark group found only two markedly different sequences in the excess electron VDE in clusters. 10, 11 Of the two patterns, the higher VDE features (type I) were assumed to indicate structures that solvate the excess electrons in analogy to the bulk solvated electron (interior-bound excess electron states). The more weakly bound structures (type II) were tentatively assigned to the presence of excess electrons that are stabilized at the liquid surface (surface-bound excess electrons). Clearly, the experimental conditions of the cluster preparation strongly influence the experimental signals.
The main experimental variable, the backing pressure of the supersonic expansion determines the kinetic energy (temperature) of the clusters. Low backing pressure produces warmer, and more likely structurally relaxed clusters, while at high pressure colder, metastable clusters are assumed to dominate. 15 Neumark and his coworkers report that at low backing pressure the assumed interior-bound state (type I clusters) appears only for n ~ 140 and larger, while the putative surface-bound state is not at all evident for n > 190. 10 Thus, one may hypothesize a transition of the cluster motif in relaxed "warm" clusters with increasing n occurring in the approximate range 140 < n < 190. At high backing pressure, in "cold" clusters, the relatively weakly bound surface state appears for all n > 70, while the interior-bound state persists only for n > 140.
In the last two decades, significant efforts have been made to understand the molecular details underlying electron solvation in bulk methanol and methanol clusters using computer simulations. One-electron mixed quantum-classical molecular dynamics (QCMD) that treat the excess electron quantum mechanically, while the solvent bath is described classically, focused on reproducing the physical properties of solvated electrons in bulk methanol. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Despite the good qualitative agreement with experimental data, the persisting inaccuracies (i.e. the peak position and the shape of the simulated absorption spectrum of the solvated electron) 25 motivated the improvement of the electron-methanol molecule interaction model using a static exchange pseudopotential theory. 31 The simulations applying the new potential 31 notably improved the position and the half-width of the optical spectrum of the solvated electron in bulk methanol in comparison with experiments. 4 The computed structural features were also predicted in excellent agreement with electron spin echo signals. 3 More recently, we mimicked low energy electron attachment to pre-existing methanol clusters by investigating excess electron localization on neutral equilibrated methanol clusters. 32 The observation that the pre-existing instantaneous dipole moment of the neutral clusters can bind the excess electron is similar to the aqueous case. 33 Due to the fact that the surface of the neutral methanol clusters is covered predominantly by the non-polar methyl groups, as suggested by earlier experiments, 34 initially the electron binds very weakly to the cluster surface. The latest simulation study predicts two main persisting localization modes of the excess electron in equilibrated methanol clusters at ~200 K, 35 in an apparent agreement with photo-electron imaging experiments. 10, 11 The two localization patterns have strikingly different physical properties, and appear in comparable cluster sizes to those observed. Smaller clusters (n ≤ 100) tend to localize the electron in weakly bound, diffuse electronic states on the surface of the cluster. These surface state cluster anions are significantly more weakly bound than the surface states of the anionic water clusters due to the lack of stabilizing free hydroxyl groups on the relaxed methanol cluster surfaces. Larger methanol clusters (n ≥ 200) stabilize the electron in compact solvent cavities, in interior-bound states. The interior states exhibit properties that largely resemble and smoothly extrapolate to those simulated for the solvated electron in the bulk. 35 One has to note, however, that although these QCMD simulations offer a rational alternative to the more demanding fully quantum dynamical simulations, the simulation results can be interpreted at most as semi-quantitative. The limitations of the simulation technique are mostly due to the application of the electron-methanol molecule pseudopotential and the non-polarizable classical interaction model. 31 While several many-electron quantum molecular dynamics studies have been performed for excess electrons in bulk water and water clusters, 23,36-42 similar investigations for the solvated electron in methanol have not been carried out so far. The aqueous ab initio MD studies, however, shed light on important general aspects of solvated electron simulations. Allelectron quantum simulations for hydrated electrons are still severely limited by the computational resources. In this context, both the applied computational method (including the basis set), the size of the investigated system, and the length of the dynamical trajectories must be carefully selected and optimized. Of the electronic structure methods, the most reasonable choice has been the use of density functional theory (DFT) based methods with large, diffuse basis sets. 40, 41 Within the DFT framework, the selection of the optimal functional represents a further challenge, as illustrated by hydrated electron ab initio molecular dynamics simulations 23, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] carried out by applying either the PBE 43, 44 or the BLYP functionals. 45, 46 Correlated ab initio calculations on water and methanol cluster anions, however, demonstrated that proper benchmarking of the applied functionals and basis sets is of essential importance if one aims to go beyond the semi-quantitative interpretation of the experimental data. 47, 48 We found that while neither the PBE, nor the BLYP functionals reproduce the VDE of water and methanol cluster anions with sufficient accuracy, the long range corrected BLYP (LC-BLYP) 45, 46, 49 and the hybrid BHandHLYP functional 50,51 provide a much better estimate. The available hardware also places a limit on the size of the investigated system and the length of the trajectories. The most extensive hydrated electron simulations included 105 water molecules with fully quantum mechanically treated electronic wavefunction propagated along trajectories of <10 ps long. 23 These observations are instrumental in selecting the most suitable computational model for solvated electron simulations in methanol clusters, as we illustrate below.
Despite the relative simplicity of the assignment of methanol cluster anion isomers compared to the aqueous case, there are also important questions that need clarification. The aim of the present paper is to understand the microscopic aspects of electron solvation in small methanol clusters using ab initio molecular dynamics simulation techniques. This study thus necessarily goes beyond the previously used simple one-electron model. One of the most basic questions that cannot be truly addressed in the one-electron picture concerns the structure of the solvated electron, namely, whether the excess electron is stable in a solvent void (cavity model), or, alternatively, it prefers a more diffuse distribution, delocalizing on several solvent molecules, similar to that proposed for water not long ago. 52 In clusters, the position of the electron's localization site relative to the cluster framework (i.e. interior vs. surface excess electron states) may also be a matter of scientific interest. What are the preferred stabilization modes of the electron in the clusters, and what molecular configurations support the specific binding modes? It may also be useful to predict the size of the methanol clusters that are able to bind the excess electron in a certain binding mode, and relate the theoretical estimates of the critical size to the experimental findings. Furthermore, it is also our goal to compare the ab initio MD predictions to previous QCMD results, and to test, retrospectively, the applicability of the one-electron QCMD approach.
II. Methods
To investigate the physical properties of methanol cluster anions, we performed ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations on three different size CH 3 OH ( ) n − anions consisting of n = 8, 16 and 32 molecules. The initial cluster configurations were taken from trajectories of our previous QCMD simulations. 35, 48 In these studies, one-electron simulations were used to generate cluster configurations of different size 35 that, in turn, were analyzed in many-electron computations. 48 In the QCMD part, we produced two 100 ps long equilibrium trajectories of canonical ensembles at 200 K, one for (CH 3 OH) clusters with interior state excess electrons, and one for (CH 3 OH) clusters with surface-bound excess electrons. 35 Here, we select ten configurations from each of these equilibrium trajectories, evenly separated by 10 ps time segments. Of the QCMD generated classical configurations, we create smaller clusters of various size that serve as the initial configurations for the ab initio molecular dynamics runs.
The small clusters are generated similarly to those in our previous studies. 47, 48 We determine the center of mass of the solvated electron using the one-electron pseudopotential, and cut out clusters of gradually increasing size consisting of n methanol molecules (n = 8, 16, and 32) that are nearest to the center of mass of the electron. These clusters are thought to model the first, the second and (partly) the third solvation shells of the excess electron. We note that we distinguish two types of structures, interior and surface state structures. These names, however, refer only to the electron binding motifs of the QCMD simulated parent clusters. In the interior configurations the methanol molecules surround a cavity with their OH bonds pointing toward the cavity. This arrangement is similar to that found in the interior state structure of water cluster anions. 47 In surface state configurations the dipole moment of the cluster and possibly dangling OH hydrogens localize the excess electron. 48 In the present work we use DFT for the electronic structure calculations with the BHandHLYP functional. 50, 51 We have recently shown 48 that due to its Hartee-Fock (HF) exchange component this functional with the diffuse 6-31(1+3+)G(d) basis set provides a reasonable estimate of the VDE values of small methanol clusters anions (n = 2 -8). We also demonstrated that the BHandHLYP VDE values strongly correlate with those of MP2 using the same basis set. 48 The use of the MP2/6-31(1+3+)G(d) model in comparisons here and later in the text can be justified by our earlier finding that reveals a strong correlation between the VDE values computed at MP2/6-31(1+3+)G(d) and eom-EA-CCSD/aug3-cc-pVDZ levels for small water cluster anions. 47 Simulations were performed using the CP2K program package, 53 which applies the Gaussian and plane wave method (GPW) in combination with the Goedecker-Teter-Hutter pseudopotentials. 54, 55 The GPW method uses a dual basis set representation (contracted Gaussian functions and auxiliary plane waves) of the electron density to efficiently solve the corresponding Kohn-Sham equations. For the localized basis set our starting point is the MOLOPT-TZVP basis, which is optimized for molecular systems in both gas and condensed phases. 56 We augmented this basis set by the diffuse functions of the 6-31(1+3+)G(d) basis 57 that was created by adding two additional diffuse s orbitals on the hydrogen atoms to the 6-31++G(d) basis set. 58 We The molecular structures and spin densities were created and analyzed using the GaussView program of the Gaussian09 program package.
III. Results and Discussion
Preformed interior state clusters. We start the discussion with the clusters that have preformed interior excess electronic states. The motivation to launch the dynamics from preformed interior states is (at least) threefold. a) The interpretation of photo-electron imaging experiments 10,11 predicts interior electron binding motifs in methanol cluster anions, analogous to the interior states of water cluster anions. One may wonder whether such states persists in small methanol clusters. b) A strongly related interesting problem concerns the critical size of the transition of the excess electron's localization mode with increasing cluster size, from the surface to the interior (or vice versa). c) The temporal evolution of the cavity after injecting an electron in the interior of the cluster may also serve important information on the structure of the solvated electron.
Representative clusters with preformed interior states are shown for n = 8, 16 and 32 sizes in Figure 1 with the computed spin density isosurfaces. The spin density isovalues are chosen to be 0.0004 throughout the paper, unless noted otherwise. These clusters were carved out from the same n = 128 interior state cluster configuration of our previous QCMD simulations. 35 Figure 1 illustrates that the initial cavity clusters considered in this work support strongly influence the stability of the excess electron, although the third layer significantly more weakly than the first two.
Next we discuss the dynamics of methanol cluster anions with preformed internal states by following the temporal evolution of the vertical detachment energy of the excess electron.
For the smallest investigated cluster size (n = 8), the molecular frame tends to break up to smaller hydrogen-bonded units, while the preformed interior electron binding site quickly disintegrates. The time evolution of the VDE for the one MD trajectory that was simulated for the extended 10 ps period, is shown in Figure 2 . Here we observe that the cavity structure is preserved for about 1 ps with VDE in the 400-900 meV range, followed by a quick decrease to ~0 meV within the next 1 ps (see also Figure S2 of SI). Our observations for this longer trajectory match the general VDE trends for the other 9 trajectories, suggesting that methanol cluster anions of this size are likely to be unstable at the simulated T = 200 K ( Figure S3 of SI).
Once again, we emphasize that due to the finite basis set and the finite dimensions of the simulation box the particular dynamical details of this scenario following a hypothetical excess electron localization in a preformed solvent cavity convey no physical information beyond the fact that the VDE becomes essentially zero. This clearly indicates that the electron has a tendency to spontaneously detach from the cluster.
The dynamics of the preformed cavity clusters containing n = 16 molecules do not exhibit significant relaxation within the first ps ( Figure S4 of SI). The excess electron density remains mostly within the clusters, but in half the cases it moves at least partially to the surface by 1 ps. Inspection of the 10 ps long trajectories (of which we simulated two) reveals that the tendency to move to the surface continues. This is illustrated in Figure 3 on four snapshots of a selected trajectory at t = 0 ps, 1 ps, 4 ps and 10 ps. We visually estimate that the process is completed by ~5 ps. The time evolution of the VDE shows that the VDE of the surface electron in the t = 5 -10 ps period fluctuates around an average value of ~800 meV (Figure 4 ). For the other long trajectory the electron stays in the cavity for a longer period up to ~7 ps with a VDE plateau at ~1.4 eV ( Figure S5 of SI). After 7 ps of dynamics, the electron moves to the surface with a concomitant decrease of VDE to ~600 meV by 10 ps. Clearly, for this trajectory the excess electron has a significant surface character at t = 10 ps, but it is still partially embedded in the interior of the cluster ( Figure S5 of SI). For both trajectories we observe that the transition of an interior state electron to a surface state electron is a smooth, gradual process. During its diffusion, the excess electron preserves the surrounding solvent cavity with OH hydrogens pointing toward the electron's charge distribution. Although at the surface the cavity opens, the electron remains partially solvated from the interior with OH hydrogens. These dangling hydrogens, of which three interacts with the excess electron in the structure at t = 10 ps in Figure   3 , appear to be essential in stabilizing these relaxed surface state electrons.
For the n = 32 cluster we performed two simulations, generating a 1 ps and a 4 ps long trajectories. The shorter trajectory does not reveal major features, its VDE starting at 1.1 eV and relaxing to about 0.8 eV by 1 ps (Figure S6 of SI) . Although the excess electron is still located in a cavity, it has clearly moved toward the surface. Similar changes are evident for the longer trajectory. The dynamics here exhibits a more characteristic tendency with the VDE starting at 1.7 eV, practically monotonically decreasing to 0.1 eV and jumping back and stabilizing at around 0.8 -1.0 eV ( Figure 5 ). Although the transition of the cavity state to the surface state does seem to be fully completed by the end of the trajectory, significant portion of the excess electron is still partially embedded in the cluster ( Figure 6 ). It is mostly the dangling OH hydrogen atoms that stabilize the electron at the surface similarly to the n = 16 case above.
In this particular case, however, one can recognize that methyl hydrogens also appear in the vicinity of the excess electron distribution (Figure 7) . This observation is consistent with the findings of an early DFT based quantum chemical study that predicted noticeable contribution of electron -methyl hydrogen interactions to the stabilization of an excess electron in methanol. 63 Figure 6 also reveals an interesting feature of this particular n = 32 trajectory. The formation of regular substructures, linear chains is likely to signal a phase transition from a liquid to a solid molecular environment at 200 K.
Preformed surface state clusters. These clusters may be viewed as representing the initial conditions after low kinetic energy electron attachment to neutral cluster. Figure 8 shows a set of representative methanol clusters anions with preformed surface excess electronic states for cluster sizes n = 8, 16 and 32. These clusters were carved out from the same n = 50 surface state cluster configuration of our previous QCMD simulations. 35 The spin densities at t = 0 illustrate diffuse excess electron distributions at the cluster surface. These states appear to be very weakly bound as was demonstrated for the n = 8 clusters in our previous benchmark study with most of the VDE values (at the MP2/6-31(1+3+)G(d) level) falling in the 0 -100 meV range. 48 Here we found that our CP2K calculations for the same initial configurations result in VDE values that are in average ~140 meV lower than the previous MP2 numbers. For the n = 16 case we observe similar, slightly negative VDE values for the initial clusters. In both cases, the essentially zero (or slightly negative) initial VDEs of the present simulations suggest that the presumably weakly bound, diffuse excess electrons (predicted by the MP2 calculations) are artificially localized somewhat and, thus, destabilized in the vicinity of the cluster by the finite dimensions of the simulation cell. Despite this technical difficulty, we initiated MD simulations from these structures to check whether they are able to relax to more localized electron distributions during the dynamics. We anticipate the VDE of these structures to be in better agreement with the MP2 calculations. In fact, for the n = 8 surface state cluster dynamics we find that with the exception of a single trajectory, the VDE always climbs up to 200 meV or higher, even reaching ~500 meV in a single occasion. However, in most trajectories the stabilization of the excess electron appears only temporary, with the VDE quickly falling back to ~0 again. The time evolution of the VDE for these trajectories is shown in Figure S7 of SI.
All these tendencies imply that the n = 8 surface state cluster anions are unlikely to be stable with respect to the autodetachment and/or the fragmentation of the cluster. To test the capabilities of the present computation model for more strongly bound surface electrons, we selected ten surface state configurations along the n = 8 surface state cluster trajectories with VDE values between 150 and 500 meV, and computed their VDE's using the MP2/6-31(1+3+)G(d) and the BHandHLYP /6-31(1+3+)G(d) models. We found that for the selected configurations the agreement is acceptable (Table S2 of SI), although it is not as satisfactory as for the interior states ( Figure S1 of SI). In general, we note that the BHandHLYP/GPW+aug-MOLOPT-TZVP calculated VDE values for surface state configurations that reasonably bind the excess electron slightly overestimate the MP2/6-31(1+3+)G(d) ones. This trend for the BHandHLYP functional is consistent with our previous findings. 48 Next, we followed the n = 16 methanol cluster anion dynamics for ten trajectories. Most of the trajectories predict very low VDE values suggesting general instability of these clusters with respect to excess electron binding ( Figure S8 of SI) . Interestingly, however, two trajectories significantly stabilize the surface electron within ~0.5 ps. We extended the length of the simulation for these trajectories to 10 ps, and observe that one of these trajectories reaches a stable VDE plateau after 3-4 ps dynamics with the VDE fluctuating around 600 meV ( Figure   9 ). This cluster forms stable surface states (at least, within the timeframe of the simulation) with at least one OH group pointing toward the excess electron (Figure 9 ). The VDE of the other trajectory suddenly becomes very low after about 4 ps. This indicates that this cluster is unlikely to bind the excess electron for an extended period, and the electron eventually detaches from the cluster. For the n = 32 case we simulated two short, 1 ps long trajectories. Here both trajectories started from very diffuse excess electron distributions with slightly negative VDE values. Although these initial configurations are not expected to bind the excess electron, and the electron is constrained to the vicinity of the cluster only by the finite dimensions of the basis set and the simulation cell, we performed simulations to check whether one could find surface state configurations during the course of the dynamics that actually bind the electron. Once one locates such a configuration, it is to be seen if these surface states with high VDEs persist or not. For the two trajectories we found two different scenarios ( Figure S9 of SI). One of the cluster anions remains unstable during the dynamics and does not bind the excess electron ( Figure S9, bottom) , while the other becomes stable after ~0.5 ps with the VDE jumping from below zero up to ~500 meV, then within another 300 fs destabilizes again ( Figure S9, top) . It then presumably loses the excess electron in a spontaneous autodetachment process. The common feature of the n = 32 trajectories with preformed surface states is that we were unable to locate persisting surface states.
IV. Conclusions
We have performed ab initio molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the adiabatic relaxation of negatively charged methanol clusters following electron attachment to neutral clusters. These clusters were prepared in mixed quantum-classical molecular dynamics simulations to represent possible interior and surface state binding motifs for the excess electron. For the interior states QCMD simulations predicted solvent voids in the interior of the clusters as binding sites. We find that these QCMD created pre-formed cavity states strongly bind the excess electron. The dual basis representation of the computational model of the present work produces VDE values for interior state anions in good overall agreement with previous ab initio numbers using atom centered basis sets. 48 For the configurations that support surface bound excess electron states in QCMD simulations we observe very weak excess electron-cluster interaction. In fact, these interactions appear nearly neutral with the computational model of this study predicting slight negative values for the VDE. These values represent 0.1 -0.2 eV underestimation relative to previous MP2 values. 48 Also, we have observed an opposite tendency for the VDE values of more localized, more strongly bound surface states with 0.1 -0.2 eV overestimation of the MP2 data. It is also to be noted that the one-electron pseudopotential based VDE values for both the interior and surface state configurations reasonably reproduced the results of many-electron quantum mechanical calculations. 48 The dynamics of both the interior and surface state anionic clusters reveal that although the initial cavity state anions are significantly stabilized relative to the neutral clusters, and the initial surface state structures bind the excess electron only very weakly, the excess electrons have a definite tendency to move to the surface of the cluster. For the smallest size (n = 8) the clusters quickly fragment to smaller clusters, while the VDE approaches zero. This observation is valid for both types of structures. For larger cluster sizes, however, we clearly observe that the excess electron slowly diffuses to the surface, while the cluster structures remain intact. For both the n = 16 surface and interior state anions, and the n = 32 interior case we find persisting surface excess electronic states with 0.6 -1.0 eV stabilized VDE (see Figures 4, 5 and 9) . It is especially interesting to notice that for the n = 16 size, the electron stabilizes on the surface regardless of the initial position of the excess electron. In general, one also observes that initially the interior states have significantly higher VDE values than the final relaxed surface states. The largest examined (CH 3 OH) clusters with preformed cavity states show similar relaxation behavior to the n = 16 clusters. We note that the final relaxed surface VDE for n = 32 is somewhat higher, ~1.0 eV, in the only studied longer trajectory than for the n = 16 clusters.
The VDE values of the relaxed surfaces states can also be placed in context with the experimental observations. Although cluster anions were not observed in experiments for n < 70, the extrapolation of the experimental tendencies for smaller clusters may be instructive. The that bind the excess electron in a metastable state. One can then speculate that the initial electron binding to neutral clusters takes place in these weakly bound (presumably surface) states, an assumption that is in accord with the low VDE values of the initial surface state anions of the present study. At low cluster temperatures (higher backing pressure) these structures (type II) dominate the experiments in the n = 73 -458 size range, but type I clusters also appear in a gradually increasing ratio with increasing cluster size. 10 type I clusters prevail, 10 suggesting that the initial surface electrons relatively quickly relax to the interior of the cluster. Note that the hypothesis of the initial electron attachment to the neutral cluster surface implies that the direction of the relaxing electron's displacement is from outside to inside, a tendency we also observed for the relaxation of large methanol cluster anions in QCMD simulations. 32, 35 In the present AIMD study, however, we found that small cluster anions (n ≤ 32) relax to configurations that bind the excess electrons in surface states. It appears plausible that a critical size is needed to accommodate the electron in the interior of the cluster.
On the other hand, experiments clearly point to the difficulty to prepare cluster anions of this small size. We anticipate that the preparation of small neutral clusters may be feasible only at very low temperatures. Once the ultracold small neutral clusters are formed, however, the electron -neutral cluster interaction that depends on the dipole moment of the cluster, may not be sufficient to attach the excess electron to the cluster. Even if an excess electron binds to these ultracold small methanol clusters, the resulting metastable state will probably persist on the timescale of the experiment, preventing the observation of the relaxed surface state configurations. So, even though we predict that small methanol cluster anions can stabilize the excess electron in relaxed isomer configurations that support surface excess electronic states, the experimental verification of this prediction poses a challenging problem. In particular, we find it conceivable that the predicted relaxed surface state configurations may not be accessible from the metastable initial states of low energy electron attachment experiments to preexisting small methanol clusters.
Structural information is also readily accessible from our AIMD simulations. It is especially instructive to consider the solvent structure around the solvated excess electrons. We find that the initially preformed interior states keep their solvent cavities during the timeframe of the dynamics. We do not observe collapse of the cavity electrons to such non-cavity states that were proposed for the structure of the hydrated electron. 52 Here, we find it important to point out that our AIMD simulations support the cavity solvation structure around the solvated electron in the interior of methanol cluster anions. The spin density distributions of the interior electrons have similar features to those found by Walker and Bartels, 64 of which we emphasize the presence of the solvent void and apparently some (small) part of the spin density localizing on the nearest oxygen and carbon atoms. Since the present interior state simulations were initiated from preformed cavities, and the interior state electrons tend to move toward the surface of the clusters, it is difficult to infer precisely the degree of localization of the excess electron within and outside the solvent cavities. Our simulations for a typical interior state configuration (t = 1 ps structure on Fig. 6 ) indicate that ~70 % of the spin density is concentrated in the cavity, within ~3 Å around the center. This estimate is in good qualitative accord with previous AIMD simulations for the hydrated electron in water, 40 and in aqueous glucose solutions. 65
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Figure Captions

Figure 2.
A typical time evolution of the VDE of methanol cluster anions with n = 8 (see Trajectory #4 in Figure S3 of SI). The dynamics starts from a preformed cavity state. The excess electron starts the dynamics from a preformed cavity state and moves toward the surface (see Figure 6 ). Note that the minimum VDE at 1550 fs corresponds to the third structure from the top in Figure 6 . Figure 6 . Four snapshots of a trajectory of methanol cluster anions with n = 32 molecules at t = 0, 1, 1.55 and 4 ps (see Figure 5 ). The excess electron starts the dynamics from a preformed cavity state and clearly moves toward the surface. These clusters were carved out of the same n = 50 surface state methanol cluster anion configuration of a previous QCMD trajectory. 35 Due to the diffuse electron distribution, the spin density surfaces are shown with isovalue of 0.0002. 
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